by Margaret Griffin on 2020-02-25
Any problems or concerns we have had ( this goes back more than 20 years) about
our dogs has always been taken care of promptly, carefully and successfully by the
Doctors and or the staff. There has also been a strong element of kindness in the
manner in which they deal with my pets and me. VERY appreciated by both !

NPS:

by Susan Shenker on 2020-02-25
Staff are always very friendly. Dr. May is so smart and informative.

NPS:

by Cami Mayer on 2020-02-16
Love Dr. May and his staff!

NPS:

by Adam Montgomery on 2020-02-14
As always, the Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group went above and beyond for my
family and my dog. My husband and I have been using this veterinary group for about
8 years and are always impressed by their care and patience with our dogs. We
recommend this group to everyone we know with a pet. This veterinary group has
been so kind to us over the years and we are so thrilled to know our fur-babies health
is in the best hands!

NPS:

by Maryann Campagno on 2020-02-09

Dr. Marter and Dr. May are two top-notch, first-rated veterinarians in New York.

NPS:

by Karen Stein on 2020-02-07
Always pleasant Kind and caring

NPS: N/A

by David Liepper on 2020-02-02
ALWAYS THE RIGHT TEAM TO SEE FOR OUR PET'S NEED !!

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2020-01-30
Excellent veterinarian practice! Dr Marder and his staff are caring, kind and through.
Would never consider using another practice!! I travel from Queens well worth the
trip.

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2020-01-25
Excellent staff and vets. Very caring and loving.

NPS:

by Harriet Boxer on 2020-01-09
I love the vets. The staff is friendly and professional. I have been going there for
almost 30 years.

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2020-01-07
With 4 dogs and 3 parrots I would not go anywhere else always very caring and
compassionate at all times they try to do their best at all times

NPS:

by Denelle Veny on 2020-01-05
Dr. May and staff always take such great care of Pippin. Thanks for loving our baby
like we do.

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2020-01-02
They are the best,ever would not go anywhere else

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2019-12-11
They are always there and they always care. You can feel the love they have for
animals from the front desk to the end-of-life decisions.

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2019-12-08
Excellent care , staff and doctors.

NPS:

by Caroline Grinfeld on 2019-12-05
always great service, the staff is really attentive and caring and Doctor May is the
best....can't say enough! I travel from the city to see him as no one could help me with
my older dog who had a host of health issues. Thanks to RGV, she is young again!

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2019-11-27
The vets, techs and all the staff are MARVELOUS AND CARING!

NPS:

by Mindy Atkin on 2019-11-20
Both Dr. May and Dr. Marder are excellent vets!!! I would highly recommend Roslyn
Greenvale Veterinary to anyone who has a dog!!! They are incredibly knowledgeable
and kind and treat my animals with respect. I would never go anywhere else!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-11-11
The appointment with Dr. Marder was simply for vaccinations. Nonetheless, Dr.
Marder took the time to follow-up on a number of prior items affecting my dog, and
showed the concern of someone who truly loves what he does. I am thankful for the
kindness and care shown by Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group.

NPS:

by Ephraim Ruttner on 2019-11-09

Always

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2019-11-09
Excellent follow up as usual

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2019-11-08
Everyone at RGVG takes such good care of all our babies. Very professional. Thank
you all!

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2019-10-28
top notch service from those at the front desk and the Drs. as usual!

NPS:

by Ellary Dahlke on 2019-10-27
The technician was really nice!

NPS:

by Susan Shenker on 2019-10-23
Dr. May treats your animals like a true professional vet and treats you, the owner, like
an intelligent human being who can understand your pet's situation. They have kept

my many pets healthy and happy for over twenty years. The staff who work at the
group are absolutely lovely to both animals and humans. It says a lot about Dr. May
who he has working there.

NPS:

by Teddy Theodoris on 2019-10-18
Dr May is the best!! He is only doctor I trust with my Dog Bentley. He is an amazing
surgeon, he has done two surgeries on my dog and did an excellent job. He is only
person I trust with my dog. I also love the vet techs and front desk staff, everyone
there are so friendly and knowledgeable. I highly recommend!

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2019-10-17
Simply the best!

NPS:

by Karen Stein on 2019-10-16
Always wonderful

NPS:

by Jeff Marrero on 2019-10-15
Dr. May is an excellent doctor. He is professional and extremely knowledgable. Not
only does he provide excellent pet medical and surgical care, but he is also very good
at communicating and relating medical information to pet owners. He has helped
various pets of mine, and I simply would not go anywhere else.

NPS:

by David Liepper on 2019-10-15
Always the BEST !!

NPS:

by Kathy Engrassia on 2019-10-06
Dr May is a dream! I can truly trust him with my animals and would recommend him to
anyone who loves their animals as much as I do!

NPS:

by Harriet Boxer on 2019-09-29
The staff is friendly and professional. I have taken multiple dogs and even a crazy
parrot. I recommend the group.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-28
Great doc! Explained everything about a serious illness. Caring tech. Have been
bringing my dogs there for years !

NPS:

by Liz Kellogg on 2019-09-27
Thanks for treating Winston!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-20
The doctors and staff care about your fur baby.

NPS:

by Vanessa Rogan on 2019-09-13
Always a top notch experience when my dogs visit Roslyn Greenvale Vet Group. The
health and well-being of my three dogs could not be in better hands. The best on
Long Island

NPS:

by Cheryl Schneier on 2019-09-09
Great

NPS:

by Stephanie Mintz on 2019-09-06
They are great! Provide excellent care and great customer service.

NPS:

by Cathy Barakat on 2019-09-01
Dr. May saved my dog Lucy.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2019-08-30

EXCELLENT as always

NPS:

by Amy Greenblatt on 2019-08-27
Always the best and most emoathetic care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-08-21
The best vet group in Nassau County by far. Completely knowledgeable and invested
in the welfare or their animal patients

NPS:

by Karyle Cole on 2019-08-18
For over 35 years we have brought our pets ( 3 dogs and a cat) to the Roslyn
Greenvale Veterinary Group for care. Drs. May and Marder are knowledgeable,
skilled and compassionate. They take time to talk with pet owners about treatment
decisions, and are available to answer questions in between appointments. The other
staff, techs, etc. are all helpful and caring.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-08-15
Great and caring staff. Clean and takes great care to insure a safe place for your
animal.

NPS:

by Cathy Barakat on 2019-08-10
Excellent!!

NPS:

by Janet Muller on 2019-08-07
The staff at this office is so nice. I feel very comfortable with them.

NPS:

by Harriet Boxer on 2019-08-03
Pleasant, professional staff. I have been going there for over 25 years.

NPS:

by Denelle Veny on 2019-07-26
Dr. May was incredibly helpful in going through all of the new puppy details with me.
The staff was so kind and gentle and Pippin loved them all. Thank you for making his
first vet experience a positive one.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-26
Caring , patient , skilled, experienced doctors. They have cared for and boarded all
my dogs there over the past 20 years. Office staff and vet techs are efficient and
friendly. Only vet I would bring my dogs to!

NPS:

by Janet Muller on 2019-07-17
Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary are very nice and very accommodating

NPS:

by Katie Yoniak on 2019-07-12
As always visit with both animals was great and through

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2019-07-10
We have dogs and parrots I wouldn't go anywhere else (they are the best) when an
animal is sick I have the utmost confidence in them and I feel my animals are in really
good hands. When I call for a problem or a question. The women at the front desk are
always so nice . They either find out the answer for my question. Or if I have a
problem with one of my pets get me in sometime that day thank you so much Dr
Marder & Dr May and all the wonderful staff at Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group
Thank you Cindy

NPS:

by S Greenberg on 2019-07-07
Dr. May was fantastic. His caring manner put me at ease

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-03
Great place. Great staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-29
Going there for years with different dogs. I have lots of confidence in both doctors.
Always taken close to appointment time

NPS:

by Rachna Parkash on 2019-06-28
The best veterinarian and groomer in town. I have been going to them from last 12
years. My dog looks more handsome every time he comes back after the service.
Love Dr May. He is very nice and patient!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-25
My dog Colby always gets excellent care there.

NPS:

by Janet Muller on 2019-06-24
The girls at the front desk are so kind and sweet. They always accommodate me
when I bring Chloe in every Saturday. The Doctors that Chloe has seen are so nice
and very knowledgeable. Thank you to Dr May and Dr Marder.

NPS:

by Rachel Carmichael on 2019-06-20
I have been a client at Roslyn-Greenvale for over 25 years and have always been
impressed with the care and attention the doctors and staff have given both to my
pets and myself. I get clear explanations and my questions are always answered. The
staff and doctors remember me (even though I generally come only once a year for
my pets annual checkups and vaccines) and always greet me with a smile

NPS:

by David Liepper on 2019-06-12
great

NPS:

by Leon Rivkin on 2019-06-11
Awesome hospital

NPS:

by Ben Bieber on 2019-06-09
Very good One thing we did not discuss- Doctor did not mention Believe Bandit May
have cataracts

NPS:

by Sandy Feit on 2019-06-09
Nancy the groomer over billed. Grooming was inadequate. Especially due to $150.00
price! PER DOG Even the techs and front desk was appalled! Nails and ears not
done properly. Dogs not brushed out and damp! After dropping off before 10am and
picked up by 4:45 Horrific experience

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2019-06-05

Every staff member treats every member of our pet family as if they were their own.
They care for them, they love them & they go the extra mile, all with a smile.

NPS:

by Janet Muller on 2019-06-03
The Doctors are very good. They know exactly what is going on with my dog. They
really take good care of her.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-01
Dr. Marder and staff welcomed our new puppy Mary Kate. They couldn't have been
nicer. Dr. Marder gave her a thorough exam and spent a lot of time talking with us.
I'm confident knowing that our little puppy is in excellent hands.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-05-31
Great staff. Staff care about my dog, I am always comfortable leaving her in their
care.

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2019-05-31
Everyone at the RGVG is so lovely and caring. Thank you for taking such good care
of Pumpkin and ALL our rescues!! We can never thank you all enough, so our
undying & unwavering admiration & appreciation will have to do.

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2019-05-26
Caring and loving towards my dogs. Love the doctors.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-05-24
Pleasant as always

NPS:

by Jackelyn Cardona on 2019-05-21
They charge to much money

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2019-05-18
No better Veternarian than Dr Marder!!! Gentle, kind and caring! I travel from Queens
well worth my time ....

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-05-05
Thank you for taking such good care of Mocha first thing on a Saturday morning! Our
late Friday night call was immediately referred to a 24hr service that answered our
questions about Mocha's symptoms - which we learned could wait until Saturday
morning when you opened. Having access to a 24hr service, if needed, provided us
great comfort.

NPS:

by Tammy Rosenbaum on 2019-04-16
Dr May is extremely competent and caring. The staff is always friendly and
accommodating.

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2019-04-02
Dr may is the best!

NPS:

by Denise Tayne on 2019-03-27
Friendly quick service

NPS:

by Stephanie Jacobson on 2019-03-25
Staff was great and welcoming. Dr. May is extremely knowledgable and was great
with our dog. Very responsive as well.

NPS:

by Jennifer Puricelli on 2019-03-22
Love Dr May!! Always so caring & sweet!

NPS:

by Agnes Sanders on 2019-03-13
I am very pleased with the treatment Dorothy receives during her day stay.

NPS:

by Janet Muller on 2019-03-13
Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary group is so friendly and knowledgeable. This was the
first time I had been there and I feel like Fay. The Doctor was on target and made my
fur baby very comfortable. I am so Blessed to have been referred to this group. Thank
you for all your help and I will bring in my others fur babies. I will definitely highly
recommend this group. Thank you again.

NPS:

by Lisa Posillico on 2019-03-12
Dr. May always takes the best care of my dogs ! He is a wonderful and caring
veterinarian and is highly knowledgeable and very thorough .. He will take time to
explain concerns to me ... I have brought my dogs here for 10 years and the level of
care is always excellent ! The staff is so efficient and takes the time to listen to
issues... I would and i have highly recommend them

NPS:

by David Liepper on 2019-03-09
Always professional

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2019-03-09
They always take the best care of my dogs.

NPS:

by Vincenza Rooney on 2019-03-08
Very caring and personable

NPS:

by Dana Fischer on 2019-03-07
Dr May is the best.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2019-02-22
The last time I took Sophie in for a bath, she came out and looked beautiful.
Yesterday was just mediocre. But she smells better than she did. Thank you

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2019-02-21
The vets, the techs, the office staff - everyone is so terrific at their jobs and they all
truly have a love for animals.

NPS:

by Al Papasidero on 2019-02-06
Everyone is always polite and helpful. And my macaw loves Emily who cuts her nails
every couple of months. Their a great vet.

NPS:

by Elise Lev on 2019-02-06
Thank you for making both Brucie and I feeling assured and calm.

NPS:

by Cori Bayardelle on 2019-02-03
Consistently provides compassionate and competent care that cuts through to the
issue at hand. Truly the best of the best !

NPS:

by Marie O'Neill on 2019-02-02
Very comfortable with Dr May

NPS:

by Sandra Wilson on 2019-02-02
Fabulous grooming. Dog loves it there and looks great

NPS:

by Harriet Boxer on 2019-01-30
I have been using Roslyn Greenvale for 25+ years. My dogs have always gotten
excellent care. The staff is professional and friendly. I am a pediatrician and expect
my vets to treat me and my dogs like I treat my parents. I recommend them highly.

NPS:

by Karyle Cole on 2019-01-30
Vets and techs are caring and knowledgeable. Our dogs have been well treated for a
number of different condition over many years.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2019-01-27
Sophie needed a bath. She now smells so good. Easy to schedule and ready when
they said. All in all very positive experience. She walks in with out any hesitation

NPS:

by Ebrahim Shamooil on 2019-01-25
The best

NPS:

by Caroline Grinfeld on 2019-01-16
Dr. May is wonderful as is the entire staff, very knowledgeable and responsive.
Personal attention to my dog is outstanding! Wouldn't trust any other vet!

NPS:

by Susan Abend on 2019-01-13
THE BEST

NPS:

by Ryan Lee on 2019-01-11
Dr. Mae was an outstanding doctor did everything in his power and was very
proffesional the whole time. We are very grateful for everything that was done and
would surely bring all our animals there, and highly recomend to all pet owners that
we know.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2019-01-10
Excellent as always

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2019-01-10
I AM ALWAYS COMFORTABLE WHEN DR . MAYE IS IN CHARGE OF MY DOGS.

NPS:

by Karen Stein on 2018-12-30
Great as always!

NPS:

by David Liepper on 2018-12-22
Very professional

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-11-27

My visit with Dr Mayer was terrible.I will not return if he is on duty. His deamenor was
insulting towards me and my questions regarding my dog.

NPS:

by Karen Stein on 2018-11-17
Dr may is kind and loving He answered all of my questions and took great care with
kismet

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-11-09
Always caring and top notch veterinary care from Dr May at Roslyn Greenvale Vet
Group.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2018-10-23
Very efficient

NPS:

by Anne Arter on 2018-10-20
As usual, nothing but the best.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2018-10-17

My dog does not care for baths, he deems them," fine for every other animal but not
for me1" So when it becomes necessary for him to have his bath I am sure he spends
his time thinking of every way to make it difficult for the staff to do their job. When I
arrive to pick him up his attitude is "OK, I did my best to give everybody a hard time."
He looks and smells great and the staff has, again, done a great job and they are
most pleasant and helpful to boot.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2018-10-14
While my dog does not care for a bath, and gives everyone there a hard time, the
staff at Roslyn Greenvale go put of their way to accomadate him and me so that
everyone. comes away happy with the results. Thank you to a great staff!

NPS:

by Jaffrey Barakat on 2018-10-09
Dr May is very caring and considerate.

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2018-10-03
Excellent !! Dr Marder is a wonderful caring doctor. You are given as much time as
you need to speak with him.

NPS:

by David Liepper on 2018-09-13
A great experience from all

NPS:

by Allison Roditi on 2018-08-22
Wonderful vet and assistants. Whole staff is kind and so good with my pets.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2018-08-20
Perfect!

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2018-08-16
Great staff and doctors

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2018-08-14
Excellent service, caring service.

NPS:

by Ellen Douglas on 2018-08-10
Great

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-08-08

Dr May is the best! He knows everything and cares about the animals he treats!

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2018-08-01
She always comes home with a great hair cut

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-24
Great

NPS:

by Linda Mcloughlin on 2018-07-01
As always the care and compassion is exceptional

NPS:

by Ramez Habib on 2018-06-28
Best vet and boarding hands down.

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2018-06-23
Dr. Marder is an incredible Vet. His patience, thoroughness, and care are
impeccable!!!

NPS:

by Janet Hoffman on 2018-06-21
The best care all around. Dr May has always been an excellent diagnostician and
most caring vet.

NPS:

by Anthony Mugno on 2018-06-19
great as always would trust our dogs to no one else.Thanks

NPS:

by Allison Roditi on 2018-06-13
Everyone was very kind patient and calm (super important especially brining three
animals at once for annual checkups)

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2018-06-11
Always feel safe boarding my dogs there . Love the staff and doctors !

NPS:

by Douglas McAuliffe on 2018-06-05
Amazing, as always!

NPS:

by Jeffrey Sion on 2018-06-03
Consistent with all of our appointments with Dr. May, he takes the time to respond to
all of our questions and address all of our concerns.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2018-05-23
My husband went to pick up medication for Sophie.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2018-05-20
excellent, as always

NPS:

by Rachel Carmichael on 2018-05-15
Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group have been my veterinary providers for over 20
years, through multiple cats. I love Drs May and Marder and have recommended over
and over. They have given excellent care both to my pets and to me when it was time
to let my babies go

NPS:

by Rachna Parkash on 2018-05-13
They are always amazing!!

NPS:

by Maria Segura on 2018-04-27
As every single time porffesional and friendly.

NPS:

by Kathy Pierce on 2018-04-26
Excellent doctors, nice staff!! MANY of my animals have experienced this group!!

NPS:

by Marcel Riffaud on 2018-04-25
Dr. May is knowledgeable, respectful, thoughtful and patient. He always explained
every detail concerning the care of our two Cavaliers. I especially appreciated that
because the decisions we made about our dog's care were made together. When one
of our dogs was very ill and the decision was made to put him down, Dr. May handled
the situation professionally and compassionately. I cannot recommend Dr. May and
his team enough!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-19
Dr May is amazing. So kind and explains everything. More communication is needed
between front desk and Drs for pricing or a super bill should be attached to the chart.
Have had some questions in referenced to charges and care credit card but over all,
great experience. Taylor, at the front desk, super nice and efficient.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-19
Nice office. Friendly staff for the most part but I always seem to be rushed which I
don’t appreciate.

NPS:

by Ramez Habib on 2018-04-17
Simply the best vet in town. Awesome surgeons, clinicians, and staff. Best boarding
facility as well. 5 stars fo sho.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-12
I was very happy with the level of care and with the friendly professional staff. This
was our first visit and I plan to bring my other dogs in as well.

NPS:

by Thomas Smith on 2018-04-12
the best

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2018-04-02
My aged dog boarded overnight. The staff know him and were sensitive to his needs.
He acted perfectly fine when he returned home. The staff is always accommodating
my needs with scheduling, picking up medications, etc.

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2018-04-01
Dr Marder is an amazing and caring doctor

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2018-03-26
Everyone I have had contect with at the Roslyn Vet. Group (This spans a time of well
over 10 years) has always been super good Doctors and staff!

NPS:

by Lisi Metzger on 2018-03-17
Dr. May was kind, patient, honest and very attentive. He performed surgery on my
dog the same day as I brought him in and was beyond professional. The staff was
wonderful!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-16
Professional and Compassionate.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-07
Dr May is wonderful and always takes time to explain to me what ever i ask about...
He is the only one I trust to care for my dogs the whole staff is very caring and
welcoming and my dogs love to go there !

NPS:

by Richard Wright on 2018-03-06

I couldn't recommend a betterr vet than roslyn greenvale veterinary group. I have
been using them for years and couldn't imagine going to any other vet.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-05
Sophie got a great haircut and looks adorable

NPS:

by Denise Tayne on 2018-02-22
Excellent care and service. Very warm environment with great veterinarians.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-18
Our dog recently experienced an issue involving his discs, Dr. May’s exemplary care
for our family helped our dog and helped us nurse him back to health.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2018-02-14
Caring as always!

NPS:

by Christine Panico on 2018-02-14

This practice is so awesome! Always friendly and attentive to our pooch, Coleman.
They were rock stars yesterday, February 13, 1018 as his 11 1/2 beautiful life ended.
No words for the compassion they showed my family!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-13
As always very professional. A good experience.

NPS:

by James Albanese on 2018-02-08
We always feel that our pets have gotten the best & most compassionate care.
Everyone is so helpful & nice.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-01
Dr May is the very best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-31
I needed my cat to be seen that day, they gave me a an appointment right away, took
care of the problem and was home before I knew it they treat you and your animal like
part of the family

NPS:

by Ellen Douglas on 2018-01-24
Dr May is maxing in emergencies dr mature is kind and concerned and very
knowledgeable Joyce manages front desk beautifully

NPS:

by Michelle Kessler on 2018-01-20
Excellent as always!

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2018-01-13
The vet was very thorough.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-13
The best, by far, in experience, diagnostic ability and attitude. Our two dogs are big
fans and we are too!

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2017-12-22
My dog wasn’t ready from grooming. But these things happen.love you h groomer

NPS:

by Thomas Shields on 2017-11-30

Our pet received great care!

NPS:

by Denise Tayne on 2017-11-21
Five star

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-11
Best practice in Long Island.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2017-11-09
We’ve been using the rest of the Greenville veterinary group for 37 years. We are
very happy and I find the doctors compassionate and helpful.

NPS:

by Rachel Malin on 2017-10-31
Always goes above and beyond to care for my pets

NPS:

by Jeffrey Sion on 2017-10-29
Dr. May continues to provide exemplary care for our dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-25
Have been going there fior 30 years. Great vets and staff.

NPS:

by Denise Tayne on 2017-10-24
Friendly, caring and wonderful medical care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-17
This office has consistently rendered the highest level of care to our toy poodle since
he was 11 weeks old. I consistently refer this practice to anyone with a new dog.

NPS:

by Sharon Barone on 2017-10-11
I was very upset about her surgery and Dr May was very comforting. Also Leeann is
the sweetest and most helpful person. Never gives the feeling I am bothering her.
Emily helped us understand what was done and what to expect. Said to call if any
questions. Went over all meds with us. Never made me feel rushed.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-11
My experience with Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group was, and has always been, a
great experience. I don't think can find another place that will offer the quality of pet
care and compassion that you receive here.

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2017-10-10
Have aways received the best of care for my pets, and I've now had 5, all having
been patients of Roslyn Greenvale and Dr. Jonathan May. My dogs have always
received the attention and care they have needed with pro-active health tips and
concerns.

NPS:

by Sharon Mantegna on 2017-10-08
Another great visit with Dr. May and my kitty, Sundae. I have been bringing my kitties,
Pumpkin and Sundae to see Dr. May for 12 1/2 years and would never go to another
veterinary group as Dr. May provides excellent care and proves each time that he
truly cares for my kitties. In addition, he is wonderful explaining everything in great
detail. Dr. May is the BEST! I would also like to mention that Ashley who assists the
doctors does a great job .....one of my kitties is quite a handful.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2017-10-08
So he always comes out a grooming, smelling good and looking beautiful

NPS:

by Jeff Levy on 2017-09-23
Excellent, as always. Very personalized attention, quick, gentle with my dog and
thorough. Took time to explain and make sure I knew what to do with meds.

NPS:

by Parissa Eliassian on 2017-09-17
Excellent service

NPS:

by Andje Adam on 2017-09-14
We have always been happy with the care our beloved dogs (past and present) have
received.

NPS:

by Nancy & Ludvig Waage on 2017-09-13
I took our dog for his annual check-up with Dr. May. He is gentle and thorough and
always answers all my questions.

NPS:

by Jeffrey Sion on 2017-09-10
Dr. May continues to provide an exemplary level of care to our toy poodle, who he
has cared for since he was 12 weeks old. We are so happy to recommend his
practice to our friends, and look forward his continued success.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-29
Dr. May listened to our concerns about our dog and provided immediate care and
instructions for us to give to the dog once we were home. We have been coming to
Greenvale Vet Group since the early 80's with all of our present and past pets! The
service is always excellent..

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2017-08-27
Our dog was there to be groomed. And they do an excellent job. We asked about a
health issue and they were great with her.

NPS:

by Parissa Eliassian on 2017-08-25
The most caring, professional doctors and staff! They really feel like a family to us
after 12 years of positive experience.

NPS:

by Lisa Posillico on 2017-08-22
Dr. Jonathan May is an excellent veterinarian ! He is so thorough in explaining
everything's that he does . He has helped me tremoundously with all of my dogs and I
trust his expert advice Over the years, he has performed various surgeries on my
dogs and I know my dogs are in the best hands with him ! He is very knowledgeable
and experienced and I have highly recommended him to my friends!

NPS:

by Robin Mendelsohn on 2017-08-22
dr may is the best..smart, thoughtful, kind. i own three cats and a puppy. i (we) feel
safe in his hands.

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2017-08-18
Dr may is simply the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-30
Dr. May is so kind and caring, and took the time to answer all of my questions when I
brought my dog in to be examined.

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2017-07-25
always pleased with care of my pets.

NPS:

by Amy Greenblatt on 2017-07-17
The doctors and staff at RGVG have been treating our dogs for the past 9 years, and
we have found them to be the utmost in professionalism and empathy. They
approach our pets with a gentleness and care that is unsurpassed, and the doctors
are smart, wonderful diagnosticians when needs rise above the ordinary. They
provide a full range of services, including boarding, grooming and prescription dog
food and meds, which is so convenient. This office really does set the standard for
excellence.

NPS:

by David Liepper on 2017-07-17
Always a pleasure !

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2017-07-17

A grooming is excellent. Sophie does not fear walking into the vet and this is a good
thing. She doesn't change her mind after while but after Home and she looks
adorable and smells good

NPS:

by Karen Stein on 2017-07-17
Great Grooming terrific Only problem... can't get his collar off!! Jammed in

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-04
Wonderful!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-02
Oreo received loving special care during her chemo treatment. Thank u Ashley and
Dr May

NPS:

by Kristin Munro on 2017-07-01
Amazing treatment of my girls!! Best commidation for my fearful cats I have ever
received. Dr. May was extremely knowledgeable and patient with them.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2017-06-30

Wonderful as always

NPS:

by Anthony Mugno on 2017-06-23
My wife and I always have nothing but the highest faith in all the staff at
greenvale.They have taken care of all my dogs and saved my dog Dutchess life many
times allowing my wienmeraner to live a quality of life till she was 15.Thanks to all the
doctors and staff.I wouldn't take my dog to anyone else.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2017-06-16
There should be more than 5 stars, the rating would read Excellent Plus!!!!!!!!!

NPS:

by Deb Gutman on 2017-06-16
Dr. May is friendly, thorough and very receptive to questions and concerns. My
cockerpoo, Lucy agrees!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-13
I manage an estate and have taken pets to a number of clinics over the years. We
love Greenvale and can't imagine ever going anywhere else again. Great staff, great
doctors!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-06
I always feel so comforted by the care and expert medical care all of my dogs receive
at Roslyn Greenvale Vet Group. Dr May is excellent!

NPS:

by Rachel Carmichael on 2017-05-28
I've been a client here for over 20 years -- through every cat I've ever had. My pets
have always received the highest quality care and I always get my questions
answered

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2017-05-23
The best animal care you can get!!!!

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2017-05-20
This group is beyond fabulous!! Waiting area is immaculate, and staff is professional.
I have been with the practice close to ten years and would never consider leaving. Dr
Marder is professional and thorough and answers any and all questions. I travel from
Queens to Roslyn and well worth it.

NPS:

by Paula Weinstein on 2017-05-19
Judy is always very helpful and booking appointments and welcoming. Dr. May, and
his vet tech were their usualal wonderful selves. Natalie is heading in the right
direction for gastro health.

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2017-05-11
I have had many pets and visited many Vets, no one can compare to Dr Marder!! He
is concerned and caring always! I live in Queens and have many Veternarians to
choose, yet I choose to use Dr Marder

NPS:

by Kevin Sokoloff on 2017-05-10
All I can say is THANK YOU to the great doctors and staff of Roslyn Greenvale and
Merrick veterinary groups for the very best levels of medical care and compassion
possible! My five cats are my children they deserve the very best treatment and care
that I can find.. This is the place and the people that we trust. Kevin J. Sokoloff

NPS:

by Rachna Parkash on 2017-05-06
I have been with them for 9+ yrs now & it's always great service

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2017-04-29
The absolute BEST Veterinary office you can bring your beloved pets too. The entire
staff is so friendly, knowledgeable and professional. Even if I am just picking up food
they always ask how my cat is doing. I have never been to such a GREAT Vet before.
I highly recommend them.

NPS:

by Vicki Bialer on 2017-04-26

I have had several pets over the last 21 years, who all were cared for and treated at
RSVG. Dr. May and Dr. Marder are two of the most knowledgeable veterinarians in
diagnosing and treating your pets. They are also very compassionate, follow up with
phone calls, and genuinely concerned about your pet's wellbeing. The office staff and
vet techs go above and beyond to make sure your pet is comfortable. Phone calls
made to speak with the doctors are always returned in a very expedited manner. I
wouldn't put my trust in any other veterinary hospital.....RSVG is the best!

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2017-04-18
Dr. May and Dr. Marder have treated and cared for the dogs I have been lucky to
have had during the past 25 plus years. If more doctors treated their human patients
the way Dr, May and Dr. Marder have treated and cared for my pets and by extension
the humans in the family that loved them all, what a wonderful world this would be!

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2017-04-16
Have used Roslyn Greenvale for many years, for many dogs. They are caring and
compassionate, even up to the end of life.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-11
We love the Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group. Dr. May takes the time to listen to
all of our concerns and the staff is very professional and great with our dog.

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2017-04-09
Always a pleasure to deal with. The staff is so attentive, friendly and professional. The
environment is clean, spacious and comfortable. A++

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-07
Caring service by smart docs

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-04
We have been taking our dogs to Dr May and Dr Marder at Roslyn Greenvale
Veterinary Group for over 20 years and are so happy to have them as our vets. From
puppies to problems that come with aging, they have been wise in their diagnoses,
treatments and have been truely compassionate when problems became life
threatening. Both Dr May and Dr Marder attended Cornell Vet School, and have vast
educational knowledge as well as years of practice. I consider us fortunate that our
dogs are under the medical care of the doctors at Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary
Group. We presently have three dogs, so I am often taking one of them and each
time it's a pleasure to go to their offices. They are GREAT!!

NPS:

by Michelle Camus on 2017-03-30
Super friendly staff and Dr May and Marder are wonderful and caring .

NPS:

by Mohammed Khan on 2017-03-27
Very pleasant staff - organized, caring, and diligent!

NPS:

by Vanessa Rogan on 2017-03-22
Dr May has been our family's vet for almost 25years. He has helped heal sick
puppies, and over a decade or so later, helped us through to make difficult decisions
about their end of life treatment options. As well as being an exceptionally fine vet, Dr
May is super personable, very empathetic and truly invested in the health and
wellbeing of your pet. V R

NPS:

by Sharon Barone on 2017-03-20
We were taken close to our appointment time. Dr. May was very through and
answered all our questions and made sure we understood the instructions for giving
the medicines prescribed. We had two dogs and he was very good with both making
sure all was done that we requested.

NPS:

by Susan Braverman on 2017-03-17
Boarded my 2 dogs for the first time for 2 weeks while we went on vacation. I felt that
they were in a safe, happy environment with plenty of care, attention and love. They
corresponded with me and sent me pictures while we were away. I also use them for
my dogs medical care and couldn't be happier with Dr. Marder and Dr. May along
with their Vet Technicians.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-25
I really have great respect for you guys as Kelly is the 3rd Golden Retriever I have
owned and you have been my vets. However- after boarding her this time, she came
home with scrapes/abrasions rather severe on her elbows. Nobody said anything to
my husband when he picked her up. He noticed the wounds at home and called you.
He was told that these were caused by her sleeping on concrete and that next time
we should "ask for a cage". WHAT!... Very upsetting to me.- Jill McCarney

NPS:

by Stephen Conrad on 2017-02-20
Dr. May knew exactly what the problem was with our dog just from my describing the
condition to him. After his excellent examination of our dog he gave us multiple
treatment options and explained each of them thoroughly. He wanted to get an EKG
to check our dog's pacemaker, which was not related to why we brought our dog in,
so he didn't even charge us for the study! He spent a long time with us both
explaining our dog's condition and being a compassionate and empathetic physician.
I would recommend Dr. May and his staff highly without any reservations to anyone
with a pet that they love!

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2017-02-05
Dr May is simply the best.

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2017-01-16
Best practice in Long Island!! Staff and doctors amazing

NPS:

by Amanda Monaco on 2017-01-04
I had a really awesome experience with my rabbit Dr. May is extremely
knowledgeable and very caring. When my rabbit needed an ultrasound this hosp was
one of the only that would be able to see me asap my mind was put at ease and
allowed me to be present for the ultrasound as a courtesy I work as an LVT. He was
able to give me the option for sx at the other hosp where he preforms sx which was
closer to where i lived. If i ever had to bring my rabbit somewhere again i would bring
her back here in a heartbeat.

NPS:

by Leslie Spelke on 2016-12-28
I always feel that Drs May and Marter are compassionate and truly care about well
being of my dog. They have given me great advise , accurate diagnosis' and are
always assessable to answer any of my follow up questions. The office staff is also
outstanding!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-28
Dr may is kind and loving. He knows his stuff and always calms my worries.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-08
We absolutely love Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group! We have recommended
them to all of our family and friends and they are all so happy with their pets care!
They are accommodating, friendly, and most importantly we feel our dog is in the best
hands each time we go. Thank you!

NPS:

by Fran Richter on 2016-12-04
Avery pleased!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-03
The doctor examined and treated my puppy as well as answered several questions
regarding feeding and scratching himself.

NPS:

by Ramez Habib on 2016-11-30
They are the best!! Our dog Maggie has been coming here for 3 years now and loves
it. She is recognized and loved by all of the staff. Dr. May is awesome; intelligent and
caring. If I could give more than 5 stars, I would.

NPS:

by Andje Adam on 2016-11-29
We have been going to Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group for over 25 years and
have always been very happy with the care we received for our dogs. Love Dr. May!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-29
I have been going to RGV vets for many years. The vets are knowledgeable and
caring. The techs are excellent. I would recommend the practice.

NPS:

by Ilana Broad on 2016-11-28
Dr. May is the best Vet I've ever taken my cat to. He is thorough and kind and I would
recommend him to anyone.

NPS:

by Richard Wright on 2016-11-22
roslyn greendale veterinary group is the only vet i would use. they are great people
and they really care about the pets as if they were there own. i have been using
roslyn since they opened and couldn't see myself using any other vet ever.

NPS:

by Beth Ostrow on 2016-11-21
The two recent experiences were excellent. Dr May is the best and the ladies at the
front desk very helpful

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2016-11-09
It is an amazing practice. Starting with their professional answering your call and it
continues through the entire practice

NPS:

by Lauren Brody on 2016-11-04
There is no better Veterinarian than Jon May DVM. He is so caring and kind, and
does a wonderful job keeping my dogs healthy. I brought my small dog in for a full
dental , which unfortunately entails anesthesia, and it was done perfectly and with as
little trauma to her as possible. I picked her up a few hours later and was given a full
set of discharge instructions. It was overall a perfect experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-29
We have been going to RGVG for over 20 years and have always been happy. The
staff is friendly and caring and we love Dr. May.

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2016-10-27
Wouldn't go any other place. Wonderful Vets and staff

NPS:

by Andje Adam on 2016-10-26
We have been going to Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary group for approx. 20 years,
initially with our first dog, Questo, and now with our second dog, also named Questo.
Our experience over these many years has always been positive. The staff was
always kind and caring. We love Dr. May. When we lived in DC our Questo was
boarded in DC kennels at various times. He was bitten and came home sick on
various occasions! That never happened once in all these many years boarding our
dogs (past and present) at Roslyn Greenvale Vet Group.

NPS:

by Anne Arter on 2016-10-26
I have been going to the Roslyn/Greenvale Group for over 30 years. Not only are they
experienced, trustworthy, and knowledgeable, but also caring and loving of all my
pets through the years. Your pet will be in very good hands.

NPS:

by Andre Ricaud on 2016-10-23
My animals and myself Have always had good experiences with this veterinarian
group they are kindhearted and caring for the animals and Have always done us
justice we've had two dogs here which both had major surgery pebbles had her arm
saved after being mauled by a dog and her arm was almost falling off The doctors
were able to save her arm and she is still with us to this day

NPS:

by Harriet Boxer on 2016-10-19

I have been going there for 25+ years with multiple dogs. The staff is professional and
caring. They listen to their clients. I recommend the practice.

NPS:

by Stephanie Riservato on 2016-10-14
So helpful and accommodating! Thank you so much for your help with my new fur
baby!

NPS:

by Marissa Peterson on 2016-10-12
The entire staff is kind, loving and compasionate. The vets are knowledgable and will
never rush you through questions or concerns.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-09
Appointments always on time

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2016-10-02
Sophie always smells good when she comes home

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2016-09-28
attention always paid to pet owner's concerns

NPS:

by Richard Wright on 2016-09-26
if you are in need of a great vet than look no further, i have used roslyn greenvale
vets for over the last 20 years for all my pets needs, and a better vet group there isn't.

NPS:

by Michelle Kessler on 2016-09-22
Dr May is a great doctor. He take the time to explain everything with you and makes
sure you understand everything. Very patient and kind.

NPS:

by Marissa Peterson on 2016-09-21
The Vets and staff are kind compassionate and caring. The office is clean and the
receptionists are attentive.

NPS:

by Roberta Sutter on 2016-09-12
My lovebird was treated like he was their own pet. It was great to see how happy my
bird was to be around them. Thanks for a wonderful experience. I really appreciate
the extra work you accomplished to get my bird shipped to Hawaii. Not easy but you
did it!

NPS:

by Cynthia Vale on 2016-09-07

I'm so happy with this visit for my dog! Same time next year! Spectacular over all
everything!

NPS:

by Diane Perazza on 2016-08-31
I'm never disappointed with Dr.May & Dr.Marder ...when my dog was terminally ill
...They were Right there on the Spot!! And ALWAYS have been Since 1992. Their
staff are always a Pleasure to speak with & very accomadating !!

NPS:

by Anne Arter on 2016-08-27
The best, as usual. Kind, caring, professional, and above all knowledgeable. Have
been taking my pets to this Group for over 30 years and highly recommend them.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-24
All the Doctors at Roslyn Greenvale Vet Group take excellent care of Colby my
Schnoodle.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-16
Staff always kind and thorough. I would recommend.

NPS:

by Muller on 2016-08-14

I am so impressed with everyone at Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group. Every single
person is warm, compassionate and helpful. I was very anxious about my Lola having
surgery, and they made me feel extremely comfortable knowing that she was in very
good hands. Then took such excellent care of Lola and she is well on her way to
recovery...so happy and healthy. Thank you for all that you do. You are all amazing!!!

NPS:

by Sharon Mantegna on 2016-08-10
Brought my kitties, Pumpkin and Sundae, in for their wellness checkups with Dr. May
and as usual all went well. I am so happy to know I have a doctor that I totally trust
with the care of my kitties. My kitties have been seeing Dr. May for 11 years and he
has done an excellent job in treating them. Dr. May is super! Thanks also to Emily
who is great (especially with one of my kitties who is a bit feisty i.e., Pumpkin). Great
office and staff!

NPS:

by Maryellen Cocchi on 2016-08-05
I have been bringing my dogs to Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group for over 30
years and wouldn't bring them anywhere else. Drs. May and Marder have always
been very thorough during their examination of my "best friends" and have always
taken the time to explain things to me afterwards. Great service and caring.

NPS:

by Ruth Petras on 2016-07-28
Love this practice - Drs. May and Marder are kind & professional, staff is terrific also

NPS:

by Anna Tafreshi on 2016-07-24

Very clean, friendly staff and caring Doctor. Cody isn't as nervous here than other
places. He feels better and was happy the staff took such good care of him. Very
accommodating as far as last minute appointments and emergencies. Thank you.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-24
Love the practice, was quite dissapointed, received post card for my dog to receive
an injection. I asked if a tech good do it, and was told no. Asked which doctor would
be there and was told. When I arrived doctor said, "you don't need me to provide the
injection, it will be done by a tech. In addition, doctor I was told would be there wasn't.
Your practice is much better than this!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-23
I have been using Dr.Marder and Dr May for over 20 years they are by far the best
veterinarians to handle difficult cases. My sisters dog was diagnosed as having
Addisons Disease by Dr Marder after seeing 3 other veterinarians. Sunshine acts
perfectly normal now.

NPS:

by Wendy Levy on 2016-07-20
i got a quick appointment, i was in and out in no time

NPS:

by Lisa Lynch on 2016-07-15
Always kind, competent and caring. Thank you for consistent excellent care! Reilly
and family

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-08
Not only does our golden doodle look gorgeous when he comes home from a
grooming session, but he is so happy!! This has not been the case at other groomers.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2016-07-08
She gets a great haircut

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2016-06-26
very caring staff which was appreciated during my dog's decline.

NPS:

by Rachel Malin on 2016-06-25
Always a good experience. On top of all of my animals needs.

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2016-06-24
eh. JUST KIDDING! WE LOVE YOU ALL SO MUCH!! We would never be able to
rescue all these pups/kitties without each and everyone of you and all of your love
and help and caring and obviously your experience.

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2016-06-19
My dog may get a bit anxious when we go there but once in the examining room with
Dr. May he quiets down and all is well. Everyone is helpful and friendly. Dog and
owner leave feeling better.

NPS:

by Jaffrey Barakat on 2016-06-16
Very fast and very friendly service

NPS:

by Viviien LaCorte on 2016-06-06
They triple charged me for medications They are not board certified They are not
avian specialists They Tried to charge me $3000.00 For unnecessary surgery they
are not even qualified to perform

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-26
I've been a client at Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group for over 20 years now -- they
have treated all my cats and in every case have been helpful, knowledgeable and
caring about not only my cats' needs but of me as well

NPS:

by Harriet Boxer on 2016-05-25
I have been going to Roslyn Greenvale for 25+ years. they have taken care of most of
my poodles. they provide excellent care to their patients. I have in the past gone in
with a crazy parrot and hamster. they have always been accessible and ready to

listen. they have been very supportive when I have lost elderly dogs who of course
are family members. I don't have experience with other vets, except for specialty vets
since I have been going there for so long. My only comment but I don't know about
other vets is that sometime they are a bit pricey. But again, I have nothing to
compare. i would recommend Roslyn Greenvale.

NPS:

by Viviien LaCorte on 2016-05-22
you suck

NPS:

by Viviien LaCorte on 2016-05-19
NEVER !!! Not avian specialists ! Not Board Certified! They tried to charge me
$3000.00 for unnecessary surgery for my parrot & hung up on me when I requested a
second opinion They triple charge for everything! If you love your pet stay far away

NPS:

by Andje Adam on 2016-05-18
We have brought all our dogs to RGVG over more than 25 years and have always
been more than happy. Everybody at the office is extremely caring and competent.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2016-05-17
Your pets best friends!

NPS:

by Muller on 2016-05-11
Extremely compassionate and knowledgeable staff. Wonderful warm environment.
Dr. May was extremely patient with me and he took the time to nswer all of my
questions. I left there feeling more comfortable and confident caring for my new kitten.
So happy to have found such a wonderful vetinerary group.

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2016-05-11
If you want excellent care, compassion , the best vets and staff there is . There is only
one place to go, Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary group. I , my husband and our dogs
can't thank them enough ( They Are The Best !!!!!!!!!!) Cindy

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-11
Very caring and professional staff.

NPS:

by Jeffrey Sion on 2016-04-28
These folks continue setting the "gold standard" of attention and care for our precious
dog. This care is reflected immediately upon making am appointment, then upon
meeting with the vets and their staff, each of whom make you feel that your pet's
health and well-being is first and foremost on their minds. I strongly recommend this
practice!

NPS:

by Rebecca Shoicket on 2016-04-28
Dr May, Dr Marder and the staff went above and beyond for my dog and my family!

NPS:

by Paul Mazza on 2016-04-27
cured my dogs they always do

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-18
Dr. May is an excellent, highly knowledgeable vet!

NPS:

by Roslyn Huang on 2016-04-13
I have two fur babies; an 18 1/2 year old Lhasa Apso and an 8 year old Shih Tzu
whom have been patients at RVG for years. I can say without hesitation that Dr.
Marder, Dr. May, and the entire staff at Roslyn Greenvale Vet are simply the best!
They are patient, kind and generous with their time. They explain things in great
details and always know the right thing to say to calm an overly protective and
anxious dog "mommy". Thank you for keeping my children happy and healthy!

NPS:

by James Donley on 2016-04-07
I took my German Shepherd Jake in for some poop problems and as always left
feeling like we were treated like family. From the front desk to the Doctors and
everyone in between you know your pets health is their top priority.

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2016-04-07

As always, the best care from the best doctors and staff!

NPS:

by Marissa Peterson on 2016-04-07
Dr. May and his staff are kind, caring and have a clear love for the pets they care for!

NPS:

by Andrea Baum on 2016-04-06
My dog received excellent care before during and after surgery for a torn ACL. The
staff is helpful and courteous and Dr. May is awesome.

NPS:

by Nadine Malone on 2016-04-06
My dog actually likes going to the Vet. He has been going there for 8 years and loves
that everyone makes such a BIG deal over him. .The girls are great and take great
care of Clifford. Thank You

NPS:

by Douglas McAuliffe on 2016-04-06
The entire staff was wonderful, as always, and absolutely everything was perfect! You
simply can't do better than bringing your pets here!

NPS:

by Stacy Rovner on 2016-03-25

Dr. May and Dr. Marder are excellent! I always feel confident that my pet is in good
hands and well taken care of.

NPS:

by Ruth Petras on 2016-03-24
Love this practice!! Caring & accommodating, Drs. May & Marder are great as are the
staff

NPS:

by Melanie Cogan on 2016-03-15
Best staff! Dr May takes his time to go over any questions you have and truly cares
for his patients.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-13
Friendly staff and always take good care of my dog sage.

NPS:

by Richard Wright on 2016-03-12
i have been with roslyn greendale vets since they started, i can't imagine using a
different vet. they are the best.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-05

Dr. May explained in detail my dog's problem and last night was the first night that
she didn't wake me up to take her out!

NPS:

by Rebecca Shoicket on 2016-02-24
Great as always! Thanks for taking such good care of Barney !

NPS:

by Marianne Woods on 2016-02-03
I've had MANY pets in my 60 years and have never been so impressed with a
veterinary's office as Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary group. Happy to have found them.
Better late than never.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-30
The staff are courteous and caring and provide excellent advice.

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2016-01-13
Always the best experience Amazing staff and facilities

NPS:

by Robert Schaffrath on 2016-01-11

We needed to make an emergency appointment as my cat Tiger was ill and needed
medical attention. We were able to get an appointment a half an hour after the call
and were seen promptly upon arrival. Thankfully all that was needed is antibiotics and
a pain killer. Tiger is now returning to normal.

NPS:

by Rachel Malin on 2016-01-03
Always so attentive to my animals. Have been using them for 14 years.

NPS:

by Sharon Mantegna on 2015-12-31
I brought my two kitties (Pumpkin and Sundae) in for their yearly shots and exam to
see Dr. May and all went well. Thank you Dr. May for being a great vet. Thanks also
to Eric who is fantastic with my kitties (who are a handful). Would never go anywhere
else!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-31
Very good Veterinary practice but extremely expensive. I almost want to make the
drive to our old Vet in Brooklyn because of what they charge.

NPS:

by Blanka Miano on 2015-12-29
Always a great experience Thank you

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-13
My dog was having an eye issue. They saw her right away and took excellent care of
her. She doing great now. I would recommend Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group to
anyone!!

NPS:

by Barbara Miller on 2015-12-04
I can not thank Nancy enough. Lexie's haircut was perfect as always!!!

NPS:

by Sharon Mantegna on 2015-12-01
Besides being a great vet, Dr. May is so knowledgeable and interesting.....I learn a
new chapter on cats every time I go. He is super! Also, Eric is the best! He is great at
handling my cat Pumpkin, who can be quite a handful at times. I can tell that Eric
loves animals and treats them so well. He is wonderful. Thanks!

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2015-11-24
Rg vets and staff are the BEST!!!!! Weather it's something routine or an emergency
you are always in good hands

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2015-11-21
The way they handled Sophie was nice.

NPS:

by Rachel Malin on 2015-11-21
Always attentive and easy experience.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-11-12
Fast and efficient!

NPS:

by Janet Scharf on 2015-10-30
Everyone at the Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group are professionals The staff are
caring and loving people that truly understand animals. We left our cat Bailey for 10
days with complete ease. Heather is a gem!

NPS: N/A

by Rachel Malin on 2015-10-28
We have been bringing our furry family members here since 2002 and have always
felt that they are in the best hands.

NPS:

by Marlene Dynega on 2015-10-28
We have a large goldendoodle. Every time he comes back from a grooming
appointment he is so happy and looks so great!! We have taken him to other
groomers and he typically would come back so stressed out that he would sleep for
days!! I cannot say enough about these grooming services. It's the first place that
allows me to feel totally comfortable that he is safe and in good hands. I strongly
recommend this service!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-18
Love Dr. May. He's the best.

NPS:

by Tammy Rosenbaum on 2015-10-17
Dr May is always kind and caring. The desk staff is always courteous and friendly.

NPS:

by Glenn Schuster on 2015-10-06
Staff and doctor very professional.

NPS:

by Lisa Davis on 2015-09-30
Excellent doctors and caring staff!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-02
Wonderful experience, happy, friendly environment- wonderful doctor and staff

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-09-01
Just picking up food but excellent as always!

NPS:

by Naniell Russo on 2015-08-28
I always enjoy going to see the friendly staff, and "Zeus" the cat here!!! Dr. May is a
wonderful and caring Dr. He is gentle with his patients and always greets them with a
warm hello. All of my pets have been a patient of his for the last 15 years and I have
full confidence in him. The office is kept immaculately clean, efficient, and they are
very punctual with appointments. Although if there is a short wait is is actually
enjoyable to hangout with the friendly stafff, watch the flat screen tv. But my favorite is
when I am lucky enough to get the opportunity to see Zeus, the locking 25 lb. office
cat who purrs like a Porsche car motor. They adopted him when he was quite young I
want to stay and hang with him for hours. Roslyn Vet Group helps homeless animals
as well They are warm and loving to every type of animal and pet and I would never
stray from them !!! They are the best you will find !!!

NPS:

by Rachna Parkash on 2015-08-23
My dog has been going to them from last 8 yrs & they are excellent with everything.

NPS:

by Paula Edelstein on 2015-08-17
Eric is the best. Duke loves him and so do we. Very caring with our little bunny.

NPS:

by Kenneth Lynn on 2015-08-07

We had a beagle for 15 years and used Roslyn Greenvale as our veterinarian since
the beginning. We and "Dollar" our beagle, were always happy when going to Roslyn
Greenvale. The best care and advice through the years. Especially when the time
came to put him down. I must say that the compassion and reassurance of our
decision will never be forgotten. Highly recommend this practice!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-07
Wonderful caring Drs. and incredible staff

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2015-08-06
Sophie, the dog, goes I so willingly and to me that says alot

NPS:

by Linda Ovale on 2015-08-04
My pups are well taken care of there. Doctors and Staff are very knowledgable

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2015-08-02
Always the best

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-28

Everyone was polite and helpful. I called and got a same-day appointment with the
groomer, and Doggie came back looking oh-so-chic.

NPS:

by Robert Schaffrath on 2015-07-25
We had a scheduled appointment to have a quick checkup for our cat and to get his
routine vaccines as he is an outdoor cat. They were ready at our appointed time and
we were in and out in 10 minutes with everything fine.

NPS:

by Ellen Douglas on 2015-07-24
You're the best. Thank you

NPS:

by Melvin Kalmenson on 2015-07-23
great

NPS:

by Alyssa Maglione on 2015-07-14
Quick, easy and painless service and results. Both my daughter and her hamster,
Lychee are smiling : )

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-11

Doctors and each are very knowledgable and caring

NPS:

by Sharon Mantegna on 2015-07-11
Once again I had a great and informative visit with Dr. Jonathan May. Pumpkin (10
year old kitty) was in for her wellness checkup and, following Dr. May's advice
throughout the years, Pumpkin came through with flying colors and is in perfect
shape. I have such confidence in Dr. May and am thankful for such a knowledgeable
doctor. Thanks also to Emily who is wonderful at handling my feisty kitties. She does
a great job.

NPS:

by James Albanese on 2015-07-09
Our dog was very sick. The staff at Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group saved our
dog's life and was compassionate towards us as well. We can't thank them enough!!

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2015-07-04
Sophie went for a. Haircut. Came home smelling sweet and. So soft.

NPS: N/A

by Sarah Venti on 2015-07-03
Friendly knowledgeable staff and caring vet what more could you ask for

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-06-30
Wonderful as always!

NPS:

by Suzanne Dwyer on 2015-06-25
Always professional and personable. Best Vet. we have ever had.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-12
Very helpful, kind and informative

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2015-06-07
Dr. Marder and his staff are fabulous. Caring and concern for my pets is always
there!!!

NPS:

by Rachel Carmichael on 2015-06-05
I've been a client at Roslyn-Greenvale Group for a long time -- through a number of
cats. Every visit has been great - all my questions answered, no waiting for
appointments

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2015-05-31

We were seen promptly, office staff friendly and are excellent at their job. I have been
taking my dogs to Rpsyln Vet. Group for 20 years, I am happy with the Drs. and more
important my dogs have received only the best of care.

NPS:

by Richard Schwarz on 2015-05-25
Our great dog Bernie would not have been the same or have lived as long if not for
the wonderful care of Dr. Jon May and the staff at Roslyn Greenvale Vet. Group. Our
Dog lived until 16 but would have died much younger thanks to Dr.May spending
many hours finding out the best cure for Bernie's rare condition.

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2015-05-22
Since I am having Sophie groomed there, it is so easy.

NPS:

by Michele Stollow on 2015-05-19
Always a positive experience with Dr. May and staff.

NPS:

by Kerry Schleimer on 2015-05-16
Wonderful!!!!

NPS:

by Linda Norkelun on 2015-05-13
Nicest people to bring my pets to! Very qualified & knowlegable. Wouldn't change a
thing. Friendly & caring as well.

NPS:

by Paul Mazza on 2015-05-06
Quality care they saved my dogs life

NPS:

by Margaret Griffin on 2015-05-03
This review comes from a family that has used the Roslyn Vet Group for over 20
years, and now seven dogs later, I still use this group. The office is run in a
professional and caring manner from the animal handlers, office staff, groomers, and
least I forget, the DOCTORS. They are top notch in every way one could wish for to
care for animals.

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2015-04-26
Always a pleasure!

NPS:

by Jane Dornbush on 2015-04-23
Wonderful service from start to finish. Leanne at the front desk welcomed us warmly.
Nancy came down so I could explain to her what I wanted. Emily gave my dog a big
hello.

NPS:

by Cynthia Kopprasch on 2015-04-18
Dr. May is he BEST. He is caring and careful and thoughtful. I drive from Huntington
to see him.

NPS:

by Lauren Brody on 2015-04-17
Brought in a very sick dog at 8am, and by noon she was having the life-saving
surgery she required. 48 hours later, she was home, showing no signs of having had
surgery. Dr. May is a caring, kind and skilled Veterinarian. There is no reason to go
anywhere else

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-14
The front staff is kind and courteous. My three visits have been right on time and the
Dr. May is friendly and very knowledgeable. He is patient and answered all my
questions about my new pup! Thanks!

NPS:

by Paula Edelstein on 2015-04-12
You guys are great. Eric is the best

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-11

I am so happy with the care my puppy Piper is receiving so far. Our boarding
experience was excellent and bringing Piper in for baths every few weeks have been
great. Dr May takes his time to answer questions. Piper loves going and that's the
true sign of how wonderful the kennel staff have been.

NPS:

by Maria Frankis on 2015-04-10
The staff and doctors are very caring and helpful.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-04-09
As always, wonderful, caring treatment.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-04-09
Wonderful, caring treatment always!

NPS:

by Anne Arter on 2015-04-07
Excellent as always.

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2015-04-04

Dr May is an excellent vet who has taken care now of 5 of our dogs. I feel confident
that my dogs are getting the best care.

NPS:

by Tammy Rosenbaum on 2015-04-01
I came in to get a refill on a prescription. The reception staff was pleasant as usual
and helped me in a timely manner.

NPS:

by Peter Lacarrubba on 2015-03-24
Very gentle and caring with my 16 year old beagle. The best.

NPS:

by Seda Perna on 2015-03-24
Dr. May was extremely informative, patient and honest. I finally feel like Lulu is in
good hands. Thank you!

NPS:

by Diane Horowitz on 2015-03-22
my dog is 18 yrs old, because of the care received by dr May and dr Marder.

NPS:

by Christine Panico on 2015-03-20

Just love the care that our dog Coleman always gets at Roslyn Greenbale Vetinary
Group!! Christine & John Panico

NPS:

by Margaret Martin on 2015-03-18
I recommend a lot of my customers to both offices... you are the bestest!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-15
Dr. Marder explained my dog's problem and the treatment thoroughly to me!

NPS:

by Lloyd Lederman on 2015-03-14
Good quality care.

NPS:

by Sherri Federico on 2015-03-13
Rachel at the front desk always greets us in a friendly manner. She is helpful and
knowledgeable. If she does not have answer she is sure to get. Vet techs and staff
are also always professional and kind. Dr May always takes time to answer my
questions and offer me thorough explanations with patience. Both Dr. May and Dr.
Marder give me full confidence that Trixie receives excellent veterinary care at Roslyn
Greenvale Veterinary group. Thank you!

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-03-12
WONDERUL,CARING SERVICE AS ALWAYS

NPS:

by John LeBoutillier on 2015-03-05
It's always The Best!!!

NPS:

by Blanka Miano on 2015-03-03
I am very happy with the way they care of my dog and his health. It is little bit price for
us but I know that my cute Malteze is in th ebest hands.

NPS:

by Diane Perazza on 2015-03-01
Dr.May & Dr Marder have Always been there for my Pets "On the Spot"! Their
Compassion & Care stands Above all others!. I've known and been using Both
Doctors since 1990. They have been there through our most "Difficult Times" and
have Welcomed our newest Paw-fur'd additions ! We wouldn't have it any other way!
Thank You Dr. May & Dr. Marder for giving us that Peace of Mind that our Pets are in
Excellent Hands!!!

NPS:

by Marianne Woods on 2015-02-25
Extremely knowledgeable staff, which is hard to find these days. I travel 20 miles to
bring my dog to Greenvale Animal Hospital. Well worth the drive!

NPS:

by Jane Cash on 2015-02-23
THE STAFF IS ALWAYS PLEASANT AND ACCOMMODATING. THEY SHOW A
GENUINE INTEREST IN MY DOG AND TREAT HER WITH UNDERSTANDING AND
EXPERTISE. ALTHOUGH I TRAVEL 35 MILES TO THE PRACTICE, IT IS WORTH
THE TRIP FOR THE OUTSTANDING CARE GIVEN.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-13
We have always received help when needed and honest dialogue.

NPS:

by James Donley on 2015-02-12
From the veterinarians to the front desk your furry family members are their first
concern. I truly feel when my shepherd Jake is there he could be in no better hands.

NPS:

by Michele Stollow on 2015-02-12
Always a positive experience when visitng.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-11
Always friendly and helpful

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-08
Dr. May spent a lot of time with my husband and I explaining the different treatment
options available for our dog. We used this practice years ago for my cat and recently
switched back for our dog. Our pets have always received excellent care in this
practice. Both Dr. May and Dr. Marder are extremely knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Tammy Rosenbaum on 2015-01-31
Dr. May is always on target with diagnosis and treatment . The staff is always
courteous and friendly.

NPS:

by Maria Frankis on 2015-01-31
I like taking my dog to Roslyn Greenvale Vet. The staff is very friendly and Drs. Very
knowledgeable. They care a lot about their patients.

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2015-01-28
i wouldn't go any where else.

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2015-01-24
Knowledgeable, caring and friendly doctors and staff. Extremely clean and up-to-date
facilities.

NPS:

by Ilona Mashkevich on 2015-01-19
Very professional and nice staff.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2015-01-18
Terrific as always....sorry to keep you late Brian!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-03
Very caring doctors and staff I strongly recommend them

NPS:

by Jeffrey Sion on 2015-01-03
Worried about a number of ultimately minor matters regarding my 3 year old Maltipoo,
I made an appointment, and was seen that day. All staff VERY diligent and helpful,
and mitigated our concerns. Clearly this experience confirms why I continue to be a
very satisfied client of this practice.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-03
Staff is very knowledgable and friendly and helpful

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-03
The most caring and empathetic doctors and staff around. Have admired their gentle
approach during both well visits and times when one of my dogs was really ill. Would
give this practice an enthusiastic thumbs up.

NPS:

by Dana Freed on 2015-01-02
Always the best care from the best docs on the island and the nicest office staff .

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2014-12-31
We love you guys. Always there for us, each & every one of the staff!! Happy &
HEALTHY New Year!!! Oh, when did office visits go up to $80??? OUCH!!!! Giving an
8 for $80. Hahahaha

NPS:

by Sharon Mantegna on 2014-12-30
I feel very fortunate to have found the great Dr. May. I have been going to him with
my two cats (Sundae and Pumpkin) for almost 10 years and he is superb, truly the
best. I also appreciate that Dr. May explains everything in great detail...I feel like I
learn a new chapter about cats every time I go as he is so knowledgeable. Any issue
that has come up with my cats, he has promptly treated and it has always been the
right call. My cats are in great shape. I would also like to mention that Eric who
assists the doctors does a fantastic job....one of my cats is a bit of a terror but Eric is
great at handling her. He is friendly and you can tell he loves animals. The other
assistants and receptionists are wonderful. I would not go anywhere else!

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2014-12-16
Great doctors, staff and facilities. Extremely knowledgeable and caring.

NPS:

by Ruth Petras on 2014-12-16
Awesome - great vets, great staff

NPS:

by Rebecca Aslin on 2014-12-15
I just cannot say enough about Dr. May and all the staff at Roslyn Greenvale Vet.
They've been treating my dogs for almost 6 years now, starting with an emergency
visit for my oldest dog on December 26, 2008. The office is warm and friendly, the
techs truly love the dogs, and Dr. May is incredibly knowledgeable and thorough with
my babies. We now live in the city, but I continue to bring the dogs out to Roslyn
Greenvale. I simply can't imagine ever finding better care for them.

NPS:

by Paula Edelstein on 2014-12-14
Eric is the best. Thank You Duke

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-14
Attentive professional thoughtful care

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-09
great John went out of his way to make sure Oreo was seen in the morning. Thanks a
million.

NPS:

by Pamela Osit on 2014-12-02
The doctors treat my dog as if she was their own.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-25
An extremely professional and knowledgable staff! I have been bringing my dogs to
Roslyn-Greenvale for 20 years and have had great experiences in the diagnosis and
treatment of several diseases my dogs have had. Dr. May is tops!

NPS:

by Ellen Vigneaux on 2014-11-23
It was very. Convenient for me to drop her off, get groomed and a check-up. And pick
her up later.

NPS:

by Stephen Conrad on 2014-11-23
Always excellent care!

NPS:

by Cynthia Kopprasch on 2014-11-22
Dr. May and his staff are kind, caring and extremely knowledgeable. He's the BEST!

NPS:

by Laurie Perroncino on 2014-11-22
We always love our visit's. There is always a smiling face and such a nice warm
welcome from the staff. Buddy loved his visit too. He was groomed by Nancy and
came home looking very handsome.

NPS:

by Maria Frankis on 2014-11-22
Everyone is always helpful and courteous. Thank you.

NPS:

by Karen Stein on 2014-11-12
Wonderful grooming experience. Pleasant front desk. Called when he was
finished..as instructed.

NPS:

by Ann Arico on 2014-11-09
EXCELLENT doctors and staff! Today it is hard to find what this vet offers.

NPS:

by Joseph Zibner on 2014-11-05

dr marder took on a complicated case in zippy my amazon parrot.it was a second
opinion-consult.I had no hope for zippy and told the doctor he would die within 2
days,dr marder has excellent knoledge of parrots.it is way to early to say if zippy will
pull through.but I have a plan that makes sense.

NPS:

by Paul Farinacci on 2014-11-04
Great place extremely knowledgeable and caring staff clean office helped my cat lose
half her weight and kick diabetes A++

NPS:

by Jody Newman on 2014-11-04
Henry is a big guy. He can be overwhelming to many. Everyone greets him as his
friend and gives him hugs and cuddles. I feel like he is at his home away from home.
He always goes happy and comes home happy. I cant ask for anything more.

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2014-10-28
What is there to say? The staff, the vets, the techs, everyone - all there to make it as
pleasant an experience as it can be.

NPS:

by Ramez Habib on 2014-10-27
Awesome!! Second visit and just as good as the first. Professional, friendly, clean,
punctual. As a physician myself, I am keenly aware of all office dynamics and they hit
a homerun on all of it. Will definitely come back and recommend.

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2014-10-24
Excellent as always!

NPS:

by Chris Verwys on 2014-10-22
I have been going to Roslyn Greenvale Vet Group for seventeen years. I can't thank
Dr. Marder, Dr. May and all the staff enough , for all the kind, compassionate care all
of our dogs recieved from the very beginning when they were puppies, to the end of
their lives . It is so hard to say good bye . I feel our dogs always got the best of care .
Thank you so much. YOU ARE THE BEST !!!!! Cindy V.

NPS:

by Paul Mazza on 2014-10-22
very good thanks

NPS: N/A

by Jeffrey Sion on 2014-10-20
The office offers the perfect balance of friendliness and care for pets and owners
alike. All personnel consistently show how much they enjoy what they do. The vets
are always willing to take the time to explain their services, and welcome questions. I
strongly recommend all to experience this high level of care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-20

Roslyn Greenvale Veterinary Group has taken excellent care of my dog. She had
surgery on her leg when she was a puppy and they treated her as if she was their
own.

NPS:

by John LeBoutillier on 2014-10-18
The best veterinary hospital - anywhere!!!

NPS:

by Diane Horowitz on 2014-10-16
The doctors and staff are very caring as usual

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-05
Dr. May took excellent care of my very sick dog. He did a thorough diagnostic
evaluation and then knowledgeable treatment. Most importantly he was available
when problems and questions came up, and responded to concerns in a caring way.
Over a number of years, all of the staff have treated my pets well.

NPS:

by Rachna Parkash on 2014-10-03
I have been coming here with my dog from last 7 yrs. all the tests, grooming, baths &
boarding also. They are amazing

NPS:

by Joan Weinstein on 2014-10-01
As always, professional, caring attention to my pet!

NPS:

by Ron Artinian on 2014-09-30
Good care for all 3 of my dogs

NPS:

by Susan Arena on 2014-09-28
I was very happy with the care you gave molly and I will continue to bring molly to you
guys as long as I can with the whole staff being so friendly and caring with my dog.
Thank you.

NPS:

by Ruth Petras on 2014-09-27
Always feel like my dog is well-taken care of, doctors staff are friendly & helpful

NPS:

by Cynthia Heinze on 2014-09-26
Had a great time, Herbie, not so much. Hahaha. See ya soon.

NPS:

by Leonard Zangas on 2014-09-24

All of you were the BEST ! Coco had the best of care. Dr May, Dr Marder, Eric, Emily,
Rachel. We thank you from the bottom of our hearts. This is a very sad time for
us.........having to put Coco to sleep....... But you all helped to make it less painful.
Granted we're devastated by his loss but thanks to all of you, Coco led a good , long
life.

NPS:

by Feliciana Tello on 2014-09-24
They were able to get me in for an emergency appointment same day. The staff was
helpful and knowledgeable and considerate. The doctor showed concern and skill in
his diagnosis. They did everything there, the blood work and the test. They gave me
medicine to take home and scheduled a follow up. My dog has improved 100% since
our visit yesterday. I am extremely pleased, and I would highly recommend there
services to anyone. Sincerely, Feliciana 'Nikko's Mom"

NPS:

by Jill McCarney on 2014-09-24
I love you guys- but the cost of Kelly's procedure I felt was very expensive

NPS:

